This year, some of my classmates have gotten engaged and plan to get married in the summer after the exams. I am thinking about a story problem.

| popeyes, calla lilies, tulips, wild daisies, and dendelions. But before the final exam, I am gazing at the dias.

It is spring vacation, only one semester to complete.

Time
the summer."

"Not possible, I reply..."

...someone is waiting for my hand..."announces on the first evening of springbreak that the soon of...tured to their studies and hoping to go to college, until Paper...while thinking about marriage, too; I refuse only to choose desc...me wonder how any girl can do well in her end-of-ear exams...The continuing news of my classmates, encouragement makes...everything and everyone...I feel happy with my decision...

Every time, prayer says the times a day: Allah make God is greater than...prayer says the times a day: Allah make God is greater than...beauty in life, to be bigger than all men, just like the daily...for Allah, who creates all the wonders of the world and all the...for Allah, who creates all the wonders of the world and all the...the distance...my prayer go nowhere. I weared in my mind,...my prayer go nowhere. I weared in my mind, but before answer for me. If God is not present, then that would...before answer for me. If God is not present, then that would...Finally, I decided that Allah exists, simply because there is the...Finally, I decided that Allah exists, simply because there is the...and then thought about both possibilities for the rest of the day...and then thought about both possibilities for the rest of the day...My heart pounded as I got closer to the last few pages, not...does not...Allah does not exist, rippled off another penal. Allah exists, Allah...your existence I then began: Allah exists and rippled off a penal...and continued all our business. Please help me to have any doubts about...friend, I then asked with my heart: If you exist, how all things...friend, I then asked with my heart: If you exist, how all things...I am speaking to a dear...I am speaking to a dear...are the blue sky. I smiled at how people would be surprised to...and a bit of in Allah, thinking that I must say goodbye as I looked..."
Grandma does not like with my parents or with me. So after I do not want to miss any school day. I am having fun and do to make peace with my stepbrother. Why does she go over?

I thank him for his support and advice. He says, "But you way, you look good in short hair. Go!"

Do some thinking and I will see back in a couple of days."

in Jerusalem."

When Muhammed calls to convince Mother to let me in, anywhere unimportant.

But you are a girl, and our parents will never let you go."

I want to be able to do the same, I tell him.

I need some money for a ticket to have the country says, "As for me, I am working those jobs to be able to save up.

I need as much as he has no desire to give me. "This is your life. He shrugged and help me. But when I tell him what happened I was outside for Muhammed to come home from work.

She does not respond.

"It is my hair," I say, "every strand of it."

a minute. Then she shuts the door and refuses to let me enter when I knock at the door. Mother does not recognize me for a part of my recollection glosses. temping before I drop it so can be swept away. After that I buy bread roll to the door. I pick it up and hold it in my palm for a minute because I am in mourning. I watch my long

The hairdresser says, "Why do you droop? She thinks I am part of scissors. "Can I help you?"

and myself at a birdbath saying one sentence as I see a bird have long hair and who do not wear glasses. The next day I have long hair and who do not wear glasses, who wear gifts who must be stopped.

I am certain that this man who is coming to ask for my hand in my heart, I want to experience what my grandparents to reach their children if they know so little to say they can choose education. Besides, what are they going to eat in each day? I reason, so kids should decide getting married as long mattered. Gifts spend many hours outside the house for school. difference to have more of a passion with harder labor. Life freedom. I think they are wrong. All they will have is a freedom I though marriage. I say every marriage will give them more freedom. I know by escape their family's strict concerns and another person to marry the place permission I need.

I may on someone else instead of working. Why must I wear yellow clothes? We will make sure that he agrees to perform

The words seem like, agree, and promise, I see it. Why you are coming to see you, and the date for the girl is
Pencil lines:
next day we got, and I come home with expressions as thin as
not a beauty salon. I go by myself and by myself. I
also say that she has made an appointment for
appreciated. If I have made the mistake to
presses. It is already
T here is nothing you can do. she
Several on the west bank, you know of a woman
or protection and I do not want a life like yours. And no one is
Frontier Sense, turning fingers that one of the sons wants to
whether my parents mention that some
money. Mother I do not want to rely on a man for money
Now I am furious. Look at how marriage ensured your
that your happiness and security will be ensured. Mother says,
We want you to marry after you are done with school so
But I do not have something more important to do.
There is nothing fairly true on this hands. I will.
He father lures a watch shop, the announcement baffle
and here his family provide besides a man.
I do not want shades, I tell her. l like the sun, for it has all
Are you saying that a woman must live in someone's shade
Here than the shade of a wall.
that you do not apply cream to your own. The shade of a man
I still do not have a plan for setting myself free from this man
ignoring them to succeed, and do not think about anything else.
are like a parent I am responsible for their learning and help
I helped to pass exams are boys. But when I am teacher, I
I taught Arabic to, and those who had incompletes whom I

My parents say. "We believe if takes to get you closer to
English when they will us.
just for my hand, but on one condition I will speak to him in
only one day I decide to go home I agree to meet the man ask

There is no difference you can do. she presses. It is already
T here is nothing you can do. she
Several on the west bank, you know of a woman
or protection and I do not want a life like yours. And no one is
Frontier Sense, turning fingers that one of the sons wants to
whether my parents mention that some
money. Mother I do not want to rely on a man for money
Now I am furious. Look at how marriage ensured your
that your happiness and security will be ensured. Mother says,
We want you to marry after you are done with school so
But I do not have something more important to do.
There is nothing fairly true on this hands. I will.
He father lures a watch shop, the announcement baffle
and here his family provide besides a man.
I do not want shades, I tell her. l like the sun, for it has all
Are you saying that a woman must live in someone's shade
Here than the shade of a wall.
that you do not apply cream to your own. The shade of a man
I still do not have a plan for setting myself free from this man
ignoring them to succeed, and do not think about anything else.
are like a parent I am responsible for their learning and help
I helped to pass exams are boys. But when I am teacher, I
I taught Arabic to, and those who had incompletes whom I
I’m not sure how to do the same.”

I get to our moon balcony, I will have to go there. I don’t find you when the Stelton building is lit. I can’t find you in the distance of the sky. We’re not the same. We can see each other in the distance. We can see you in the distance. We can see you in the distance. We can see each other in the distance. We can see each other in the distance.

I don’t have an imaginary balcony on the moon. I say, “Let’s have an imaginary balcony on the moon.”

Now we are looking for a long time.

Ready for any emotion”

Six-Days War”

She says, “Eating.” But being Palestinian teaches you to be hungry. I hear those words, telling me to take the winning path,

“T’ll be a teacher. I’ll be a teacher, I’ll be a teacher.”

You cannot be a higher attendant in the West Bank, “I tell important moments. “

“Do not be sad,” Mona says. “I know the Middle East is a whole story, and the Middle East is a whole story, and the Middle East is a whole story.

Maybe we will have a fairy-tale ending, when we still have influence. Maybe we will have a fairy-tale ending, when we still have influence.

“Do not be sad,” Mona says. “Think of the Middle East”

Can you believe that after all the time I spent helping

Seventeen years between us. He is only seven but he wants to un...

Mona comes to speak with me, bringing a bouquet so that

and secretly, as though it has been drawn in chalk.

North is still. I find it just above Karmiel. and appears right

moon and stars to shine bright on this dim moment. The moon

I am on the balcony asking Allah to help me, then asking the
Before stirring, I ask if anyone else in the room speaks Farsi.

The address his posture to indicate that he is ready to speak in Farsi. I turn to him and say, "Let us speak in English."

Diana, I know she is understanding me to speak to the man.

Mother shifts her topic to the engagement of Princess

and the Israeli occupation.

I am president. Ronald Reagan will do anything useful to help

keep Israel free.

They wondered if the new American president on the American

patriotism, the most common social topic of all Palestinian life.

politics, the most common topic of all Palestinian life.

normal girl shrug, one of his relatives behind speaking about

and everyone else, to see what everyone else is doing, and everyone else is doing, and everyone else is doing, and everyone else is doing, and everyone else is doing, and everyone else is doing, and everyone else is doing.

As minutes tick on the clock, in front of me, I am more

someone comes to ask, for their hands in marriage.

I see my hands on the sky for divine help and follow her.

I rise the doorknob ring the minutes pass by slowly until

Mother leaves me and goes on the last touches in the

room where we receive guests.

Mother leaves me and goes on the last touches in the

there are other girls of

suddenly. I am rising in front of the balcony saying that the

call in the RB1 look, referring to something on the

Mother asks the looks. These are for special occasions. We

do not want to marry, but I am certain I want to live, and

wear a dress that is made from the fabric I choose to

things more familiar. She picks out a dress that I choose to

see the clothes I pal on and demand that I change into some-

To prepare for the first time in a look at help, I can.

Another

in ways that are clear enough.

Our guests will arrive this afternoon. My parents are different.

has to want to learn what it is.

We both embrace him.

We have a plan for her and she has one for us.

"The sky is clear, everyone, the sky is clear, everyone.

Mother comes to get me. "The empty seat next to him is for you."

I hear the doorknob ring the minutes pass by slowly until
pointing at me. No, I do. With a high grade. Point above average.

I want my dream of competing in high school with a high grade.

I am now free to go to the laboratory exams with nothing on my

embrace him.

after the end of the summer will be considered any proposal. I

He announced that we will reveal support who ask the only

Why Father decides to spend himself further, arguments with

The legs pulled by the horse on the well where she is learning

He is a watchmaker and probably knows that Dick. Dick. Dick.

"Paula! You in all things. Worn jockey. "I am left with all wounds.

I forget."

"I want you"

To know every word.

"What did you tell him in English? "Another now demands

"Add.

"The man looked somewhat unhappy as he spoke. "Father

before choosing a wife.

true to him in English, and that he wants to wait longer.

In a week he tells what is not. He did not understand every-

of love.

"I do not know how to cook because questions about cooking

"I do not know how to cook because questions about philosophy.

"If we marry, I will be speaking about philosophy's history.

"Like me."

This makes me feel I am succeeding in making him dis-

"I do not know. He replies, now appearing answered.

"Who increased the first such the hourglass"

the history of keeping time and the science of making watches.

"Until right no need for philosophy. Where do you know about

"do not think of it, if gives me a headache".

"Is this philosophy he proceeds without looking at me. I

in a word and a noun. Are we watching time or is it watching us?

Your family owns a watch shop. The word" said in English

not understood. So I begin.

But I know her level of fluency, and if I speak quickly, she will